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SCOPIN' THE SOAPS

THE BOLD AND
THE BEAUTIFUL

Hope showed off her 
engagement ring to a pleased 
Brooke. Emma confronted 
Zoe and demanded she leave 
Los Angeles. Liam and Hope 
discussed what happened 
between them and Steffy. 
Emma was frustrated that 
Xander wasn't upset that Zoe 
was working for Forrester. 
Steffy told the bedroom line 
models she will be modeling 
alongside them. Liam 
dropped in on a stunned Bill. 
Hope worried about Xander 
and Emma when Thorne told 
her that he has hired Zoe as a 
model. Emma expressed con-
cerns about Zoe to Hope. 
Pam overheard Emma ask 
Hope to fire Zoe. Ridge told 
Steffy he is proud of her. 
Xander was thrown when 
Maya revealed what she 
knows about Emma. Brooke 
gave Ridge a gift and they 
made love. Hope and Steffy 
shared a moment.

DAYS OF OUR LIVES

Victor kept Eve's secret 
from Brady -- but he wanted 
something in return. Sonny 
and Will were blackmailed 
over their role in Leo's death. 
Chloe confided to Eric her 
concerns over Lucas. Abigail 
and Chad felt the baby kick. 
Stefan confessed to Chloe his 
attachment to Abigail's child. 
Tripp tried to convince Ciara 
that Ben set the fire. Stefan 
told Abigail he wants to be a 
part of the child's life. Eli 
kissed Lani in a vulnerable 
moment. Hope tried to get 
Marlena to recommend that 
Ben be committed. Chad 
walked out on Abigail. John 
advised Steve to confront 
Kayla about her secret. Hope 
gave Ben an ultimatum. Rafe 
and Hope finally reunited. 
Gabi manipulated her way 
into the same home as Chad. 
Ciara urged Ben to stay in 
Salem. Marlena was upset 
when John saw her in her 
wedding dress.

GENERAL HOSPITAL

Jason felt the need to voice 
some of his concerns, while 
Ava found Julian's actions 
inspiring. Margaux made an 
innocent play, but as for Drew, 
he opted for a grand gesture. 
Jordan searched for answers. 
Something happened to pique 
Sonny's interest, while Jason 
had a meeting with Margaux. 
Scottie did everything he could 
think of to get Dr. Bensch to 
see reason, and Nelle just 
taunted everyone around her. 
Griffin found Ava's concern for 
Kiki to be very moving. Kiki got 
ready for her trial, and Finn 
declined a plea for his help. 
Julian had reason to feel grate-
ful. Scotty took Franco into his 
confidence. Drew overheard a 
conversation that could prove 
to be important. Franco some-
how managed to make a bad 
situation even worse. Jordan 
displayed some real initiative, 
but Sonny had a day that 
proved to be bittersweet. 
Something caught Curtis by 
surprise. Franco made a dra-
matic move. A situation left 
Elizabeth feeling conflicted, 
while Ava forced Scotty's hand. 
Kevin extended an apology, 
and Oscar turned to Drew for 
advice.

THE YOUNG AND
THE RESTLESS

Victoria, Nikki, Sharon and 
Phyllis worried about how 
Nick's impersonation of JT 
could jeopardize their secret. 
Phyllis suggested they frame 
Victor for JT's murder. Nikki 
urged Victor to mend fences 
with Nick, who refused his 
father's olive branch. Phyllis 
and Billy struggled to reconcile 
their personal and professional 
relationships, especially when 
he revealed his secret plan to 
open a chain of stores without 
approvals. Phyllis made a final 
appeal to Billy, who agreed to 
give their relationship another 
chance. Disappointed by her 
reunion with Billy, Summer 
remained steadfast that she 
would have him.
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